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 The last knight of an army aims to avenge his homeland and to destroy all his enemies by himself.

Lost is a very short game but with a relatively high game difficulty. Are you able to defeat the enemy?

 Features:

■ Beautiful 2D atmosphere!
■ Different enemies with different weapons!

■ Very beautiful music!
■ Excellent gameplay!
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Title: Lost
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 9 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphique

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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Got the game on sale for a significant discount.
Absolutely not worth it.
Poor mechanics, Pretentious painful dialogue from an angsty teen, and wretched gunplay. This Game is a great product for the
price, it will send chills through your body. I highly recommend this game and look forward to more from this dev.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=0zcOEzoqEyU. Bad. Just bad.. Took about 8 hours to beat, not as good as Loren Amazon
Princess but not bad either.

The alchemy mini game was fun for a short while and then it became tiresome, wasn't hard at all though. Don't freak out about
days, you have plenty of time for everything.

. One of the best tower defence games.. Well made simple FPS game. Single player involves taking control points in wide open
maps. Kind of like Battlefield conquest just in single player. Story is as generic as it gets. Something about a war against
communists over fuel. It was fun and short, about 4.5 hrs. Multiplayer doesn't work anymore so all you are getting is the single
player.. What a pity that such a good game has a wicked producer.. Beautiful rendered. Easy pace. Easy Puzzles. Sad story..
HULK SMASH!!. I like the game!
It's awesome
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YOU NEED A CONTROLLER FOR THIS GAME.. DROD RPG was a mistake.

I like the DROD series, in concept. And then they go ahead and create puzzles that are just too difficult for me, and I can't skip
them. I never got past the 2nd to last area of The City Beneath, they always do this.

DROD RPG is like a standard DROD game, except the enemies don't move, ever. When you bump into them or run your sword
into them, you start a back and forth of damage until one of you dies. You can get stat ups and better gear in the dungeon. For
the most part, it's interesting and somewhat fun.

Except it's way too easy to play the game in such a way that the game becomes impossible and you have to restart a room, a
floor, even the entire game. There are far too many ways for you to dead-end yourself. The difficulty spikes make it easy to lose
all your health. Keys are a limited resource that also make it easy to get locked out of rooms and secrets. And if you want to be
thorough and get most of the secrets too? Forget it, even more difficult.

I've restarted the 6th floor at least 5 times, restarted the game once, and no matter what I do I keep running into brick walls
because of the game design. I wouldn't recommend this game to anyone who isn't pursuing a room by room walkthrough, which
doesn't exist and wouldn't be that fun anyway. I've given this game enough chances, I'm uninstalling it.

Sorry Caravel Games, but DROD RPG is bad. And I'm less likely to buy games in the series past TCB since your design polices
have gone downhill as the years have gone on.. You did the great job with this upgrade! Thank you! Waiting for Moscow and
Belarus country. This will finish traffic circle of goods.. TL;DR: Foul-mouthed, buggy tactics game with a slow progression
curve, deliberately confusing mechanics and aspirations to be a console port.

It's got potential... But it's crude, in every sense of the word. The dialogue reads like a 14 year old's fanfiction (Which may or
may not be caused by the dev having a European language barrier, it's not that clear) and the menus are awkward and seem to be
designed exclusively for console controllers... Considering that this is a turn-based RPG, you'll be spending most of your time in
these menus too, so it rather quickly moves from a minor annoyance to a major issue.

There is a large variety of tactical options and elements available, but it's often unclear which elements apply to which skillsets.
Lightning is attached to Lightning, for instance, which is a mixture of Special and Physical, whereas Wind is attached to Agile,
and is primarily Special... It gets confusing quickly, and discovering after generating a fire-mage main character with massive
levels of Special that it's best move deals Physical damage is fairly disheartening.

Progression is an issue too. Those of us that play tactical RPGs in this sort of vein tend to enjoy the sense of achievement as
units grow from single-ability rookies into perfectly-statted murderhobos... But in Street Posse, units barely grow at all. The first
multi-fight dungeon of the game offers 10xp per fight... And fights are a serious time investment. With your units requiring
100xp+ to grow (Or more if you picked the 'slow learner' drawback), things can feel a little slow... And as far as I can tell, there
are no random encounters in the early part of the game, if at all.

The final issue I came across was a fairly significant game-breaking bug. One of my units died, and the game hung without
presenting a menu. Now yes, this is Early Access, so it's sort of expected... But there's no visible save menu, and when I booted
up the game again, I discovered that there's no autosave feature either. By examining the keyboard-layout image presented to the
player before the menu, I discovered that the save menu is attached to the ALT key, but by then, I'd sort of had enough.

Now the above may not seem like a huge issue for an early-access game... But the developer released an Alpha version of Street
Posse on a website (You can find the link in the Discussion forums at the time of writing) and the exact same bug was present.
This is a demo that is over a year old, and is vastly different to the finished product... With the exact same game-breaking bug
that I ran up against multiple times in the demo.

I hope I'm wrong, but that's a huge red flag to me, that perhaps the developer isn't all that serious about finishing Street Posse...
I'll be back on release to see if things have improved, but right now, Posse isn't worth it's price.. Nice little match3 game, pretty
fun to play. Zone-Tan <3<3<3<3<3<3. Greatest Game out there hours of gameplay! Too much fun!. Get two competitive
people in a room, and Top Torch is an absolute blast! Facing off on the same screen and keyboard as your opponent leads to
some truly exciting gameplay. Visually, Top Torch is stunning, and it comes with some great music to play to, as well. Definitely
worth the $2.99 price tag, Top Torch will provide hours of entertainment.. This weapon redfines overkill\/overpowered.... Jesus
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